In this paper, we present a novel tolerance allocation algorithm for the assessment and control of geometric variation on system performance that is applicable to any system of partial differential equations. In particular, we parameterize the geometric domain of the system in terms of design parameters and subsequently measure the effect of design parameter variation on system performance. A surrogate model via a tensor representation is constructed to map the design parameter variation to the system performance. A set of optimization problems over this surrogate model restricted to nested hyperrectangles represents the effect of prescribing design tolerances, where the maximizer of this restricted function depicts the worst-case member, i.e. the worst-case design. Moreover, the loci of these tolerance hyperrectangles with maximizers attaining, but not surpassing, the performance constraint represents the boundary to the feasible region of allocatable tolerances. Every tolerance in this domain is measured through a user-specified, weighted norm which is informed by design considerations such as cost and manufacturability. The boundary of the feasible set is elucidated as an immersed manifold of codimension one, over which a suite of optimization routines exist and are employed to efficiently determine an optimal feasible tolerance with respect to the specified measure. Examples of this algorithm are presented with applications to a plate with a hole described by two design parameters, a plate with a hole described by six design parameters, and an L-Bracket described by seventeen design parameters.
Introduction
The ultimate goal of Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) and Computer-Aided Design (CAD) is to design, manufacture, and maintain a product which performs some intended task within specified performance constraints. Throughout the engineering design cycle and the service lifetime of the assembled product, it is expected that uncertainty due to manufacturing processes, fatigue, modeling assumptions, etc. will affect the overall system performance. Regardless of these uncertainties, the product is still expected to successfully perform its intended task.
As a particularly relevant example, geometric variations which occur during manufacturing adversely affect part performance. However, these effects on performance are rarely, if ever, considered during part design in a rigorous manner. Instead, manufacturing tolerances are often prescribed as to only address the issue of goodness-of-fit between parts in an assembly [15, 16, 17, 35] . A number of approaches are utilized to find optimal tolerances for this purpose, including linear and nonlinear programming [16] , integer programming [21] , genetic algorithms [32] , simulated annealing [47] , and ant colony optimization [38] , and Monte Carlo methods are typically employed in efforts to ascertain the certainty of fit in a statistical sense [25, 34, 45] . Parts which are not in compliance with these tolerances are then recycled or discarded, imposing additional costs on manufacturing processes. Wear and tear throughout the part life span further deteriorate part performance. These issues are often addressed in an a priori manner via safety factors or in an a posteriori manner using measurements periodically collected throughout the part life cycle to assess the overall condition of the system. In this manner, the status of the engineering system is not well-understood until thorough subsequent analyses are conducted which, if not performed in a timely manner, may result in catastrophic failure.
In this paper, we present a methodology for determining spaces of admissible design parameters, e.g. tolerances, a priori, given acceptable performance metrics. This allows the engineer to know, simply through measurement, the compliance of the system with regards to performance constraints. Additionally, this methodology allows for the implementation of systems which can detect their own non-compliance. This is accomplished by parameterizing the solution to partial differential equations, and relevant quantities of interest therein, as a function of geometric design parameters. We leverage isogeometric analysis [30] and a flavor of the surrogate modeling methodology presented in [6] to accomplish this.
Thereafter, Monte Carlo samples are taken throughout this parametric domain about some nominal design and subsequently, a surrogate model to the solution is constructed using a low-rank, separated representation. A set of domain restrictions over this surrogate model effectively emulates tolerances by permitting geometric deviations within some hyperrectangle about the nominal design. An optimization problem posed over the restricted surrogate yields the worst offender of the elements contained within a given hyperrectangle. Moreover, the largest hyperrectangle such that the worst offender remains within the prescribed performance constraint is associated with the optimal tolerance to allocate, which naturally has a strong dependence on the norm used to measure the size of the hyperrectangle. As such, we refer to the above optimization problem as the optimal tolerance allocation problem.
The optimal tolerance allocation problem is interpreted herein as a manifold optimization. This manifold is of dimension one less than the number of design parameters used in the geometric parameterization. Moreover, it represents the loci of hyperrectangles whose worst offender is equivalent to the performance constraint that is considered. Provided a weighted norm that is informed by considerations such as design sensitivities or manufacturing costs, the point with the largest value in this measure is considered optimal. In this paper, we employ manifold gradient ascent and manifold conjugate gradient optimization routines to determine this optimal value due to their favorable computational cost as compared with non-gradient optimization methods, though other state-of-the-art optimization algorithms may certainly be used.
An outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 3, we discuss our approach for quantifying the impact of geometric variation on system response through the numerical solution of parametric partial differential equations. In Section 4, we present the optimal tolerance allocation problem and our proposed solution strategy. In Section 5, we examine the effectiveness of the proposed solution strategy for the optimal tolerance allocation problem using three application problems: a plate with a hole described by two design parameters, a plate with a hole described by six design parameters, and an L-Bracket described by seventeen design parameters. Finally, in Section 6, we draw conclusions.
Propagation of Geometric Variation
In computational mechanics, we typically seek a finite-dimensional approximation to a solution of a system of partial differential equations (PDEs). For simplicity, consider a general boundary value problem (BVP) of the form:
where L(·) is a differential operator, possibly nonlinear, B(·) is a boundary operator, Ω is the physical domain, and Γ is the boundary of the physical domain. Both the differential and boundary operators act on the unknown solution field u : Ω → R d . In the context of structural mechanics, u typically denotes the displacement field and the dimension d = 2 or d = 3.
We choose to employ isogeometric analysis (IGA) as the discretization procedure throughout this paper, due to its natural parametric modeling framework [6, 26, 27] . However, the methodology presented herein is amenable to any numerical discretization choice and solution procedures, provided there exists an explicit parametrization between design parameters and analysis quantities of interest. In IGA, we use the same n dof basis functions for design and analysis:
Geometry:
whereN i (ξ) and N i (x) are the Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) basis functions defined over the parametric and spatial domains, respectively, and the terms P i , d i ∈ R d×n dof are referred to as control points and control variables, respectively. The NURBS basis functions in physical space are defined as a push forward of the NURBS basis functions in parametric space, i.e. N i (x) =N i (x −1 (x)), in accordance with the isoparametric concept. With admissible trial functions defined, we invoke Galerkin's method by multiplying the PDE system by a corresponding NURBS weighting function and integrating by parts. This yields a residual system of the form:
where R is a vector of residuals and d = d T 1 d T 2 . . . d T n dof T is a solution vector of displacement coefficients or control variables. In the linear setting, this equation reduces further to the linear system:
where K is the system stiffness matrix and F is the system forcing vector. To assemble and solve this system, finite elements are constructed through a process known as Bézier extraction, where a transformation, referred to as the extraction operator, is constructed that describes the B-spline basis locally in terms of the Bernstein polynomials [11, 41] . These elements are then assembled in a global stiffness matrix and a global system solve is performed to obtain the displacement vector. For an in-depth overview of IGA and its implementation, the reader is referred to [18] .
We can explore the impact of changing design parameters on the resulting solution using parametric PDEs. Specifically, we may consider problem parameters such as material properties as well as geometric configurations. Formalizing this concept, let us construct a design space D ⊂ R dµ , where d µ is the dimension of the parametric space associated with design parameters. We refer to each member of D, denoted as µ ∈ D, as a design variable, and it contains a selection of design parameters governing the material and geometric properties for a given design. We assume throughout the paper that D is a hyperrectangle, that is, a Cartesian product of intervals:
With this machinery, we are capable of parameterizing the PDE system (1) in terms of the design variable µ:
where Ω µ and Γ µ denote the physical domain and boundary, respectively, that are parametrized by µ. In the isogeometric setting, the geometric description and discrete solution to such a problem can be expressed analogously to Eq. (2) as:
The effect of µ on the physical basis functions is known through the isoparametric concept, that is, the bijective mapping between the parametric and physical domains. Therefore, the µ-dependancy in the solution field is rendered solely a function of the control variables d i (µ) which are determined by an analogous set of nonlinear algebraic equations: R (µ, d(µ)) = 0 ∀ µ ∈ D (7) where R(µ, d(µ)) is a vector of residuals and d(µ) is a solution vector collecting the unknown control variables. Once again, in the linear setting, the solution of (7) reduces to solving the system:
The discretized PDE systems (7) and (8) provide a vessel to explore the propagation of geometric variations through the PDE. Namely, for every µ, the solution d(µ) is the full parametric system response. Moreover, we will utilize the parameterizations presented herein to ultimately devise a methodology to assess system performance as a function of design variable, of which we begin discussion in the following section.
naturally from the isogeometric design space exploration methodology presented in [6] , and for the sake of consistency, we employ a similar notation throughout this paper. Therein, the authors presented a framework for obtaining surrogate models to the solution vector of the discretized PDE and hence the full system response as a function of the design variable, µ. In contrast to the design space exploration framework, rather than a full-system response, we are instead interested in the system performance Q(µ), a scalar-valued function which provides a quantity of interest (e.g. maximum stress) as a function of the design variable.
We are particularly interested in controlling allowable geometric deviations such that any realized design conforms to a prescribed performance constraint, which we denote Q allow . In this direction, we may associate a tolerance variable τ ∈ R dµ + to a nominal design, denoted by the design variableμ ∈ R dµ . We assume that Q(μ) < Q allow , that is, the nominal design does not violate the prescribed performance constraint. A second design, denoted byμ ∈ R dµ , is said to be within the prescribed tolerance of the nominal design if |μ i −μ i | ≤ τ i for i = 1, 2, . . . , d µ . If all designs within the prescribed tolerance of the nominal design satisfy Q(μ) ≤ Q allow , then they all conform to the prescribed performance constraint. Unfortunately, while this point of view elucidates whether a particular tolerance variable is allowable or not, it does not yield insight as to how to define nor how to find an optimal tolerance variable among the full space of tolerance variables. To do so, we need to introduce a few additional concepts. First, for each tolerance variable τ ∈ R dµ + , let us associate a tolerance hyperrectangle:
This hyperrectangle formally characterizes the space of designs which deviate from a nominal designμ within the threshold specified by τ . Note that sequences of hyperrectangles of this type are in fact nested. In particular, given someμ and tolerance variables τ 1 , τ 2 with (τ 1 ) i ≤ (τ 2 ) i for i = 1, 2, . . . , d µ , it necessarily follows that Dμ(τ 1 ) ⊆ Dμ(τ 2 ). Next, for each tolerance variable τ ∈ R dµ + , let us associate a performance measure:
While the quantity Q(μ) characterizes the system performance of the nominal design, the quantity G(τ ) alternatively characterizes the worst-case system performance among all designs within the prescribed tolerance of the nominal design. If it holds that G(τ ) ≤ Q allow , then the tolerance variable τ is allowable. Note that the performance measure is monotonic in each of its components. That is, G(τ 1 ) ≤ G(τ 2 ) for any two tolerance variables τ 1 , τ 2 with (τ 1 ) i ≤ (τ 2 ) i for i = 1, 2, . . . , d µ . Finally, let F(τ ) denote a prescribed tolerance measure which returns a measure of the size of a tolerance variable. We assume throughout this paper that the tolerance measure is also monotonic in each of its components. We will later review potential choices for the tolerance measure F(τ ). With all the above concepts established, we are finally ready to define the optimal tolerance variable. Namely, the optimal tolerance variable is that which maximizes the tolerance measure over all acceptable tolerance variables. Mathematically, it is the solution of the following optimization problem:
We refer to the above as the optimal tolerance allocation problem. It should be noted the above is a worst-case tolerance allocation problem as the corresponding performance measure is associated with worst-case system performance. One may alternatively consider a statistical tolerance allocation problem wherein a statistical performance measure is employed. The framework presented herein may be easily extended to statistical tolerance allocation, though other surrogate modeling methodologies, such as those based on polynomial chaos expansions, may be better suited for such a setting. It should also be noted that the problem of optimal tolerance allocation is closely related to the problems of robust optimal design, wherein the nominal design itself is optimized in the presence of uncertainty [36] , and process capability optimization, wherein both the means and variances of process specifications are optimized [22] .
While the optimal tolerance allocation problem given by (11) succinctly characterizes an optimal tolerance variable, there are three outstanding concerns associated with both its definition and solution:
1. Since each function call to G(τ ) is a demanding optimization over µ, how can one mitigate this seemingly unavoidable computational expense?
2. Since the choice of F(τ ) may dramatically affect the resultingτ , what is an appropriate choice for this measure?
3. How can one arrive atτ , the solution to the optimization problem Eq. (11) which we have outlined above?
We address these issues in the following subsections and present our solutions to each.
Low-Rank, Separated Representation of System Performance
Given a tolerance variable τ , the performance measure G(τ ) searches the corresponding tolerance hyperrectangle for the entry which maximizes the system performance Q(µ), a rather costly optimization procedure. This is due to the necessity of a global system construction and subsequent solve of the isogeometric discretization for each µ. Moreover, this computational cost is only compounded in optimization routines over the tolerance variable, in which G(τ ) must be evaluated several times. The goal of this subsection is to construct an economical and numerically stable model for the quantity Q(µ).
To alleviate the inherent computational expense of computing Q(µ), we resort to constructing a surrogate model, analogous to those considered in [6] . However, the nodal and modal surrogate models considered therein suffer from the notorious curse of dimensionality, where a linear increase in model fidelity demands an exponential increase in required sample realizations. Additionally, high-fidelity orthogonal polynomial expansions are comprised of many terms, consequently increasing computational expense for such constructions. Therefore, we instead adopt a technique emanating from the tensor approximation community known as low-rank, separated representation [8, 9] . That is, we employ a representation of the form:
for a surrogate model to Q(µ). The separation rank, r, is chosen to be relatively small, hence the term low-rank, mitigating the stability and economic concerns presented above. The coefficients s are constants which enforce any normalization preferences, e.g. g i = 1. Unlike in standard approximation where the basis functions are chosen a priori, in separated representation, the basis functions (or factors) G (µ) and the separation rank r are computed such thatQ r (µ) is as close as possible to Q(µ) (in a sense to be specified below). This, along with the tensor-product construction of the factors G (µ) in (12) , renders the construction of separated representation as a non-linear optimization problem with various solution approaches as outlined in [7, 20] . A discrete formulation of this optimization problem can be obtained by approximating each univariate factor g i (µ i ) in, for instance, a polynomial basis {L j (µ i )} p j=0 . This yields the approximation:
and we denote the resulting surrogate model byQ r,p (µ). In the present study we choose L j to be, up to a shifting, the Legendre polynomial of degree j. With this discretization, the problem of constructing a separated representation of Q(µ) simplifies to that of computing the coefficients c i ,j as well as the separation rank r. To this end, one approach utilizes an alternating least-squares (ALS) routine, e.g. see [13, 19, 33, 42] , which minimizes the usual least-squares error between N data points µ (j) , Q (j) N j=1 and the minimizerQ r,p (µ):
where µ (j) = (µ (j) 1 , µ (j) 2 , . . . , µ (j) dµ ) and Q (j) = Q(µ (j) ). The ALS scheme approximates the optimization of (14) -a nonlinear program -via a sequence of linear optimization problems over each dimension µ i one at a time. In particular, for a fixed r, ALS minimizes (14) over {c i ,j } while freezing the coefficients {c k ,j }, k = i, along other directions at their current values. It then alternates over all other directions to corresponding coefficients. This process is repeated multiple times until the residual in (14) does not change much. In the case the achieved residual is larger than a prescribed tolerance, r is increased and the ALS process is repeated. It should be noted several approaches have been recently proposed to improve the performance of ALS [5, 20, 40] . Moreover, other orthogonal polynomials, e.g. Hermite, may be employed to consequently induce a non-uniform weighting on the sample space [46] .
Low-rank, separated representations are particularly attractive for optimal tolerance allocation for two reasons. First, the low-rank nature of separated representations affords them numerically stable and economical evaluation, since they are comprised of relatively few terms in comparison to potentially thousands in an orthogonal polynomial expansion. Second, there exist highly efficient and stable algorithms for computing the maximum value reached by a low-rank, separated representation over a hyperrectangle [39] . This is highly convenient for optimal tolerance allocation since computing the performance measure G(τ ) for a particular tolerance variable τ involves computing the maximum system performance Q(µ) over the tolerance hyperrectangle Dμ(τ ).
Construction of a Sampling Domain for Surrogate Model Construction
In order to construct a low-rank, separated representation of the system performance Q(µ), one must evaluate Q(µ) for a large sample of design variables. Thus the problem of constructing a suitable sampling domain D sample ⊆ D arises. If the sampling domain is chosen to be either too large or too small, then the resulting surrogate modelQ r,p (µ) will be a poor approximation of the true system performance Q(µ) for the design variables of interest. To arrive at a suitable sampling domain, we require that it at least enclose every tolerance hyperrectangle associated with a tolerance variable in the space of allowable tolerance variables, viz.:
To meet this constraint without resorting to an excessively large domain, we choose the sampling domain to be the smallest hyperrectangle enclosing every tolerance hyperrectangle, viz.:
where:
Note that (τ max ) i is the largest possible size of the i th side of a tolerance hyperrectangle associated with a tolerance variable in the space of allowable tolerance variables. Therefore, the following nestedness property holds:
We will later exploit the above property when constructing algorithms for finding the optimal tolerance variable. In particular, we will restrict our search for optimal tolerances within the tolerance bounding box :
where τ min encodes potential user-specified lower bounds on the allowable tolerance variable. Unless otherwise specified, τ min = 0. Now, since the extent of the space of allowable tolerance variables is not known a priori, neither is (τ max ) i for i = 1, . . . , d µ . Fortunately, since tolerance hyperrectangles are necessarily nested and the performance measure is monotonic in each of its components, it follows that:
(τ max ) i = max {τ i : τ ∈ T allow and τ j = 0 for j = i} .
Thus, (τ max ) i can be obtained by solving a univariate optimization problem over the space of allowable tolerances. In fact, (τ max ) i can be found in terms of a univariate optimization problem over the space of design variables as illustrated by the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Define q i (µ) := Q(μ + µe i ) where e i is the unit vector in the i th coordinate direction. If q i (µ) ∈ C 1 (R), it holds that (τ max ) i = |µ * i | where:
for i = 1, 2, . . . , d µ .
Proof. Let τ * = |µ * i −μ i | where:
It suffices to show two things: (i) τ * with τ * i = τ * and τ * j = 0 for j = i is a member of T allow and (ii) any τ with τ i > τ * and τ j = 0 for j = i is not a member of T allow . We first prove (i) by showing that q i (µ) ≤ Q allow for all |µ| ≤ τ * . Suppose instead that q i (µ) > Q allow for some |µ| ≤ τ * . Then there is some |μ| < τ * such that q i (μ) = Q allow and dqi(μ) dµ · sgn (μ) > 0. This violates the definition of µ * i , so (i) holds. To prove (ii), note that q i (µ * i + sgn (µ)) > Q allow for any > 0 since q i (µ * i ) = Q allow and dqi(µ * i dµ · sgn (µ * i ) > 0. Thus any τ with τ i > τ * and τ j = 0 for j = i is necessarily not a member of T allow .
As opposed to the optimal tolerance allocation problem, the univariate optimization problem given by (21) can be efficiently solved using Newton's method or a quasi-Newton method. Consequently, τ max may be efficiently computed without resorting to a surrogate model for the system performance Q(µ). This is critical to the functionality of our methodology for solving the optimal tolerance allocation problem, since we construct the surrogate modelQ r,p (µ) based on sampling the domain D sample whose size is dictated by τ max .
Tolerance Measures
Recall that the objective of the optimal tolerance allocation problem is to find the optimal tolerance variableτ in the space of allowable tolerance variables T allow which maximizes the tolerance measure F(τ ). Consequently, the precise specification of the tolerance measure has a profound impact on the solution of the optimal tolerance allocation problem. Perhaps the simplest possible specification is a weighted sum of the individual components of the tolerance variable. This leads to a tolerance measure that is easy to study, and the weights associated with this specification may be tied, for example, to anticipated cost or design parameter sensitivity. Another means of specifying the tolerance measure is to directly relate it to manufacturing cost C(τ ). Namely, if one seeks to minimize manufacturing cost, the tolerance measure should vary inversely with the cost, i.e. F(τ ) ∼ 1/C(τ ). It is common to assume that manufacturing cost can be expressed as a sum of costs, each associated to a single component of the tolerance variable, viz.:
and there exist several candidate models for the cost associated with a single component of the tolerance variable [14] . Perhaps the most popular model is the reciprocal power model:
where a i , b i , and k i are model constants which may be empirically determined for a particular application [16] . When k i = 1, one recovers the reciprocal model of Chase and Greenwood [15] , and when k i = 2, one recovers the reciprocal squared model of Spotts [44] . One particularly nice feature of the reciprocal power model is that it states manufacturing cost increases exponentially fast as tolerances are tightened, in accordance with engineering intuition.
In this paper, we examine three different model tolerance measures for optimal tolerance allocation. Our purpose in doing so is to study the impact of tolerance measure specification on the form of the optimal tolerance variable as well as the effectiveness of the proposed numerical methodology for optimal tolerance allocation. The tolerance measures presented here are by no means exhaustive, nor are they empirically tied to manufacturing cost. However, they are sufficiently diverse as to demonstrate the versatility of our methodology, and one measure we consider is related to the reciprocal model of manufacturing cost.
1. The first measure considered, F 1 (τ ), is perhaps the simplest choice:
Note that F 1 (τ ) ≡ τ 1 . Intuitively, the selection of this tolerance functional will maximize the total tolerance available while complying to the performance constraint. However, this choice may lead to sparse tolerance variables, i.e. tolerance variables with many components set to zero, in the presence of large discrepancies in the magnitudes of design parameter sensitivities. We refer to this measure as the 1-norm.
2. The second measure considered, F µ (τ ), is a weighted sum of the individual components of the tolerance variable:
The weights α i = |∂ µi Q(μ)| account for design parameter sensitivities revealed through the surrogate model. As such, design parameters which are the most sensitive to perturbations are given prevalence in the tolerance allocation. We refer to this measure as the µ-norm.
3. The third and final measure considered, F −1 (τ ), is derived from the reciprocal model of manufacturing cost. In particular, selecting a i = 0 and b i = 1 in the reciprocal model yields:
The above measure tends to avoid the selection of sparse tolerance variables (since sparse tolerance variables result in infinite manufacturing cost), and it also tends to result in isotropic tolerance variables, i.e. tolerance variables whose components are comparable in size. We refer to this measure as the −1-norm.
It should be noted that in order for the above model tolerance measures to be well-defined, each of the design parameters should be expressed in terms of the same physical units. We consider dimensionless design parameters in our later numerical experiments.
Optimal Tolerance Allocation by Manifold Traversal
We are now ready to discuss our algorithm for solving the optimal tolerance allocation problem. The algorithm exploits advances in the field of manifold optimization, and in particular, we find the optimal tolerance variable on the surface of the following manifold describing the boundary of the space of allowable tolerance variables:
Figure 1: An example manifold with a graphical illustration of the differential geometric tools presented in this section.
However, classical optimization algorithms which operate in Euclidean space cannot be directly employed to find the optimal tolerance variable on M unless there exists a global parameterization from Euclidean space to the manifold. Fortunately, many optimization algorithms have been generalized to the manifold setting by introducing an affine connection between tangent spaces corresponding to different points along a manifold [2] . Common to these algorithms is that, for every iteration, a tangent space T τ M is constructed about a point τ ∈ M. See, for instance, Fig. 1 .
If we define N (τ ) := span {∇ τ G(τ )} for τ ∈ M, then it follows that T τ M = N (τ ) ⊥ . Thus to characterize the tangent space T τ M, we need to be able to compute ∇ τ G(τ ) in an efficient and accurate manner. Since G(τ ) is defined through an optimization problem and potentially exhibits sharp gradients, employing a finite difference stencil to approximate the gradient ∇ τ G(τ ) is inefficient, inaccurate, and generally unstable. As such, we compute ∇ τ G(τ ) in an analytical manner. To do so, we first find the set of candidate µ-maximizers which define G(τ ):
We next find the candidate µ-maximizers which lie on the boundary of the tolerance hyperrectangle Dμ(τ ), and we place them in the sets:
The components of the gradient ∇ τ G(τ ) are then given by:
From the above expression, we see that ∂G ∂τi (τ ) is non-negative for i = 1, . . . , d µ . This is due to the fact that G(τ ) is monotonic in each of its components.
It necessarily holds that
∈ R dµ denote an orthonormal basis of T τ M and define T = t 1 |t 2 | · · · |t dµ−1 . Then for every τ ∈ R dµ , there exists b ∈ R and ξ ∈ R dµ−1 such that τ = η + bn wheren = ∇ τ G(τ )/ ∇ τ G(τ ) and η = Tξ. Intuitively,n is the manifold normal at τ and η is a vector in the tangent space with coordinates ξ in the T basis. It is through the decomposition τ = η + bn that we are capable of performing manifold optimization solely in terms of tangent space entities. For example, with a gradient ascent method, we project ∇ τ F(τ ) into the tangent space via the calculation P (∇ τ F(τ )) where P = TT T is the orthogonal projection matrix onto the tangent space. This then provides the direction of steepest ascent. An illustration of an example manifold M, along with the necessary differential geometric tools to perform optimization, are shown in Fig. 1 .
With a gradient ascent method, we progress along the direction of steepest ascent to improve the solution at each iteration. However, any finite traversal along the tangent space T τ M away from a point τ on the manifold M will result in a departure from the manifold unless the manifold is flat. Therefore, we require an operator which can take us back onto the manifold M. A so-called retraction from the tangent bundle T M := (τ , u) ∈ R dµ × R dµ : τ ∈ M, u ∈ T τ M onto the manifold M is well-suited for this purpose. Retraction is formally defined below for our problem setting, and for further details, the reader is referred to [43] . The mathematically ideal retraction is the Riemannian exponential map which maps a point τ ∈ M and tangent vector u ∈ T τ M to a point along a geodesic curve on the manifold M which starts at τ in the direction of u. However, the exponential map is too computationally demanding to use in practice, so several alternative retractions have been proposed in the literature [3, 4, 24] . A particularly convenient class of retractions is based on the concept of a retractor, which is formally defined below for our problem setting. 
We call R the retraction induced by the retractor R [3] . Given that retractors are much easier to construct (and compute) than retractions, we elect to induce retractors from retractions in this paper. In particular, we will employ the retraction induced by the retractor:
where τ max and τ min encode upper and lower bounds on the allowable tolerance variable as discussed previously in Subsection 4.2. Pseudocode for the retraction induced by the above retractor is provided in Algorithm 1. τ v (s) = sv + (τ + η) Line from tangent space along retractor to manifold 8: Find s * such that G(τ v (s * )) = Q allow Determine manifold intersection 9: return τ v (s * ) 10: end function Algorithm 2 Build projection matrix 1: function buildProjection(τ , τ min , τ max ) 2:
Create tangent space basis matrix 5: With a suitable retraction in hand, we can now discuss the proposed manifold traversal algorithm for solving the optimal tolerance allocation problem. The algorithm begin with an initial guess, τ 0 ∈ M, which is obtained in a manner analogous to retraction. We begin at the origin, or τ min , and construct a ray from this point along the direction of ∇ τ F(τ min ). We then traverse this ray until the point of manifold intersection which is τ 0 , the initial guess to the traversal algorithm. From this point, the remainder of the algorithm is iterative until convergence so for the sake of generality we employ the notation of τ i .
At the point τ i , we construct a basis for the tangent space T τi M, and using this basis, we compute the orthogonal projection matrix P onto the tangent space. We then determine if τ i lies on the one of the walls of the tolerance bounding box T bounding and, if so, check if ∇ τ F(τ i ) has increasing normal derivative out of that wall. If both of these conditions are met, we zero out the corresponding row of the projection matrix P, effectively projecting the tangent space onto the boundary of T bounding . This ensures that our algorithm does not prematurely terminate on the walls of the tolerance bounding box. Pseudocode for this procedure is provided in Algorithm 2.
Once the projection matrix P has been constructed, either the manifold gradient ascent method or the manifold conjugate gradient method may be employed to iterate the solution. Pseudocode for the manifold gradient ascent method is provided in Algorithm 3, while pseudocode for the manifold conjugate gradient method is provided in Algorithm 4. It should be noted that the algorithms largely follow the manifold gradient ascent and conjugate gradient algorithms provided in [2] , though our algorithms also constrain the obtained solution to lie within the tolerance bounding box T bounding . The manifold gradient ascent method chooses the ascent direction by projecting ∇ τ F(τ i ) onto the tangent basis while the manifold conjugate gradient method uses the same ascent direction but additionally accounts for previous iterate search directions. Note in our algorithm we have employed the somewhat standard Fletcher-Reeves weighting scheme for β i , the search direction update 
Line search for optimal step in ascent direction 7: 
Get P and check for new wall intersection 5:
if CG and i > 0 then 7:
Add vector transport to search direction 9:
Perform gradient ascent 11: end if 12:
Line search for optimal step in ascent direction 13 :
14:
i = i + 1 Increment counter 15: end while 16: end function [23] . However there exists possible alternative choices of this parameter, such as Polak-Ribière which weights the search update by the change in magnitude between the iterates [37] . A line search is then performed over this search direction, between the walls of T bounding , and the maximal value is set to τ i+1 . This line search process utilizes the retraction algorithm provided in Algorithm 1 since every function evaluation on the manifold is equivalent to an evaluation of a retracted tangent space entity. For the examples shown in this paper, the line search process is carried out using Brent's method [12] . Note that the first iteration of the manifold conjugate gradient method is simply manifold gradient ascent, and every time the algorithm reaches the boundary of T bounding , the manifold conjugate gradient method is restarted. It should also be noted that the manifold conjugate gradient method exploits the notion of vector transport of ξ ∈ T τ M along u ∈ T τ M from τ ∈ M through the differentiated retraction operator:
where D denotes the Fréchet derivative operator. For more details on vector transport, the reader is referred to Chapter 8 of [2] . The manifold gradient ascent method is technically first-order, while the manifold conjugate gradient method may be regarded as a blend between the first-order gradient ascent method and a second-order Newton method. The manifold gradient ascent method suffers from slow convergence in the presence of large disparity between Hessian eigenvalues, while the manifold conjugate gradient method is typically more robust [2] . It should finally be noted that Newton methods [43] , quasi-Newton methods [28, 31] , and trust-region methods [1] have also been developed for manifold optimization.
Numerical Tests
In this section, we apply the aforementioned methodology for optimal tolerance allocation to the setting of linear elasticity. We consider a suite of problems including: (i) a plate with a hole described by two design parameters, (ii) a plate with a hole described by six design parameters, and (iii) an L-Bracket described by seventeen design parameters. These problems are chosen to demonstrate the robustness and effectiveness of the tolerance allocation algorithm with respect to dimensionality over complex and intricate geometric configurations.
In each of our numerical tests, we begin by constructing the appropriately-sized sampling domain as discussed in Subsection 4.2. From here, we are capable of building surrogate models over a variety of polynomial degrees and ranks using the separated representation methodology presented in Subsection 4.1. These models are constructed from a database of realizations from uniformly-distributed Monte Carlo samples corresponding to geometries which reside in the predetermined sampling domain. Both the average
and maximum
relative errors in the surrogate models, as a function of polynomial degree p and separation rank r, are considered in this section. Here, N c is the number of compared samples, none of which are used in the construction of Q r,p (µ). The average relative error provides a notion of surrogate model convergence while the maximum error is the pointwise quantity we wish to accurately capture, since the worst member in the set of designs indicates compliance to the system performance. Tables containing these errors will be presented and leveraged in our choice of surrogate model construction. Moreover, our proposed methodology allows the user to effectively tune the surrogate model to be within their desired fidelities through this approach.
Throughout these numerical tests, we allocate tolerances while considering the effect of design parameter variations on the maximum von Mises stress at specified areas, effectively characterizing part failure. For the plate with a hole described by two design parameters, we also consider the total strain energy of the design configuration, providing a notion of overall geometric stiffness. To assess our tolerance allocation algorithm's effectiveness, we consider the three following measures throughout our numerical results. First, we consider r,p :=τ − τ r,p (37) which is the error between the obtained tolerance of a low-fidelity surrogate model and the true optimal value, which comes from either a dense sampling or a high-fidelity surrogate model. In particular, we examine r,p ∞ . When the manifold is convex, we expect a single global maximum, so provided the low-fidelity surrogate model Q r,p (µ) converges to the system performance Q(µ) in a pointwise manner, we expect convergence with respect to this measure. In the non-convex setting, multiple global maxima may exist, so this first measure of error may not be appropriate. Second, we consider
which is the relative error in the objective functional with respect to the true optimal value. If A = 1, this corresponds to the 1-norm, Eq. (25); if A = µ, this corresponds to the µ-norm, Eq. (26); and if A = −1, this corresponds to the −1-norm, Eq. (27) . Convergence can be attained with respect to this measure even in the non-convex setting where multiple global maxima may exist since these global maxima return the same value for the objective functional. However, our algorithm may return local maxima rather than global maxima in the non-convex setting. We lastly consider the following measure
which is the relative error in the constraint functional with respect to the performance constraint. If A = SE, this corresponds to the strain energy measure, and if A = M , this corresponds to the maximum von Mises stress measure, as defined later in (45) . This measure assesses the convergence of the surrogate model to the the true model in the optimization routine. We do expect convergence with respect to this measure, since it is our manifold definition. Before proceeding with the presentation of numerical results, we briefly discuss linear elasticity theory, in its parametric form, which is employed throughout the remainder of this section.
Linear Elasticity
In linear elasticity, the components of the infinitesimal strain tensor are given by the symmetric part of the gradient of the displacement field:
where u is displacement field. With an appropriate material model D, we can relate the internal stresses to the strain via:
The strong form of the parametric PDEs governing linear elasticity are given in terms of internal stresses by:
For every µ ∈ Dμ, find u(x) ∈ C 2 (Ω µ ) such that:
where f is the external loading, g is the Dirichlet boundary condition over the parametric Dirichlet boundary Γ µ,D , and h is the Neumann boundary condition over the parametric Neumann boundary Γ µ,N . Note that here, n µ is the the outward normal director of Γ µ,N . Note that our methodology is capable of additionally parameterizing external forcing, boundary conditions, and material constants; however we restrict ourselves here simply to geometric variations.
We seek the weak solution to this problem by invoking the principle of virtual work. In particular, we consider the strain field ε( u) which minimizes the potential energy configuration of the system against a space of test functions. The trial and test spaces for the weak linear elasticity problem are defined in their parametric form as:
respectively. Then, the variational form of this parametric PDE system is given by the L 2 inner product with an arbitrary test function w ∈ V(µ) followed by an integration by parts. This allows us to express the system in variational form as:
For isogeometric implementation, we must convert the above weak formulations into a system of algebraic equations. This is accomplished through the application of Galerkin's method where we work in the finitedimensional subspaces S h (µ) ⊂ S(µ) and V h (µ) ⊂ V(µ). These spaces are defined using the NURBS basis scaled by vector-valued control variables. In particular, the trial and test spaces are defined as:
where we note that the splines in this space must be at least C 0 -continuous. To obtain the Galerkin form of the parametric PDE system, we analogously perform the L 2 inner product between members of these finitedimensional test and trial spaces:
This amounts to solving the matrix system Eq. (8) for given µ ∈ Dμ(τ ) where:
where P, Q are associated with an indexing scheme returning a global row number for each degree of freedom A and basis function i. See [29, Chapter 2] for more details.
From the solution vector u, we can construct the surrogate models to the aforementioned system performances we consider throughout the numerical tests. In particular, we consider:
for a set P ⊂Ω specified a priori. Moreover, the corresponding performance measures are given by:
Finally, analogous to Eq. (11), we have in this setting the following optimization problem:
Givenμ, findτ such that
where A = M or SE in the case of maximum von Mises stress and strain energy, respectively.
Plate with a Hole with Two Design Parameters
In this subsection, we consider the structural deformation of a plate with an elliptic hole whose major axes are aligned with the sides of the plate. The geometric dimensions of the plate are illustrated in the upper left of Fig. 2 . The length and height of the plate are taken to be L = H = 1.5, the radii of the hole are taken to be a = b = 0.35, and the displacement of the center of the hole from the center of the plate is expressed in terms of a dimensionless design variable µ ∈ R 2 via: The nominal configuration is with the hole centered in the plate, corresponding to:
The plate is assumed to be made of an isotropic material with Young's modulus E = 200 × 10 9 and Poisson ratio ν = 0.3, and the plate is assumed to be in a plane stress state. The loading and boundary conditions are depicted in the upper right of Fig. 2 . In particular, a uniform loading of P = 30 × 10 6 is applied to the right side of the plate, zero displacement boundary conditions are applied at the left side of the plate, and zero traction boundary conditions are applied at the top and bottom sides of the plate as well along the hole. To obtain the structural deformation of the plate under the applied loading and boundary conditions, we discretize the plate with a 512-element, multi-patch isogeometric analysis model parametrized with quadratic NURBS functions. This choice of analysis model accurately represents the circular hole and additionally provides a natural parametric modeling framework for obtaining quantities of interest as a function of the design variable. 
Strain Energy Maximum von Mises Stress
The von Mises stress distribution for the nominal configuration is displayed in the bottom of Fig. 2 . Herein, we study the impact of variations in hole placement on (i) the maximum von Mises stress occurring at either the top or bottom of the hole and (ii) the strain energy of the plate configuration.
This problem is thoroughly investigated since, due to the low-dimensional nature of the design space, an "exact" optimal tolerance is obtainable through a dense sampling of the design space. Through this approach, we are capable of comparing the accuracy of the tolerance obtained through our tolerance allocation algorithm to this optimum as a function of polynomial degree and rank of the chosen surrogate.
The process begins by sizing the sampling domain in accordance with the techniques described in Subsection 4.2. The sizing process is accomplished using the performance constraints of Q M,allow = 210 × 10 6 , corresponding to approximately a 10% deviation from the nominal maximum von Mises stress, and Q SE,allow = 7.6 × 10 6 , which corresponds to approximately a 10% deviation from the nominal strain energy. Since we consider two separate quantities of interest, we must size two sampling domains according to this methodology. Given the nominal geometric configuration, this corresponds to the domains defined by:
We also set the the minimum tolerances equal to zero, i.e. τ min = 0.
To proceed with a demonstration of our methodology, we construct a surrogate model to the aforementioned quantities of interest. This is accomplished by constructing separated representations of the system performances presented in Eq. (44) . Determining the appropriate polynomial degree and rank amounts to performing a survey of these parameters and selecting the model which suits the desired fidelity. A set of N = 100 Monte Carlo samples are used in the construction of these surrogate models and their relative accuracy is computed using an additional N c = 500 samples not used in the model construction. It should be noted that we construct two The white asterisk at µ 1 = 0 and µ 2 = 0 denotes the nominal configuration of the plate with a hole with two design parameters. The three colored rectangles depict three different tolerance hyperrectangles, each corresponding to a tolerance τ (i) , with hollow markers that indicate the location where the maximum of the restricted system performance Q(µ 1 , µ 2 )| Dμ(τ (i) ) is attained. The red contour line denotes the loci of τ , that is the immersed manifold, such that G(τ 1 , τ 2 ) = Q allow . separate surrogate models for the von Mises stress at the top and bottom of the hole since, while the von Mises stress at either of these points is smooth respect to design variable variations, the maximum von Mises stress among these two locations is not smooth. We then take the maximum of the two values obtained from these surrogate models whenever we compute the maximum von Mises stress. Table 1 portrays the results of our survey and moreover exhibits the convergence of the separated representations with respect to the polynomial degree and rank of the expansion. Due to the least-squares nature of the separated representations, we only expect convergence in an L 2 -sense. However, the smoothness associated with these response surfaces additionally provides convergence in Eq. (35) and Eq. (36) .
With the surrogate models constructed using Eq. (44), we are capable of employing our tolerance allocation algorithm. Fig. 3 depicts the response surfaces for the system performances of strain energy and the maximum von Mises stress between the top and bottom of the hole as well as their corresponding performance measures restricted to the tolerance bounding box T bounding . Additionally, there are three representative tolerance hyperrectangles which are overlaid on the response surfaces along with the design maximizer, denoted with a hollow marker of identical color. The collection of these maximizers comprises the performance measure G(τ ). These markers are also shown on the figure depicting the performance measure for clarity. Moreover, the manifold of tolerances which attain the performance constraint is represented by the solid red line. This is the manifold over which our algorithm aims to maximize the available tolerance.
The manifolds arising from constraint equality in Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 with contours associated with the measures defined by Eq. (25), Eq. (26), and Eq. (27), respectively, overlaid. The optimal tolerances with respect to these measures, i.e.τ , are denoted by the black asterisk. Clearly, the location of this optimal tolerance is dependent on the choice of norm; however the traversal algorithm is agnostic with respect to this choice. Once again, the low-dimensional nature of this problem allows us to numerically determine the values of these optima. Therefore, we are able to assess the efficacy of the algorithm as a function of the polynomial degree and rank of the underlying separated representations. The "exact" optimal tolerance values are tabulated in Table 2 for each tolerance measure and the subsequent allocation results are compared to these values. Note that the optimal tolerances for maximum von Mises stress in both the 1-norm and the µ-norm are identical and reside on the boundary of the tolerance bounding box. On the other hand, the −1-norm has an isotropized tolerance which is almost centered in the tolerance bounding box. Tables 3, 4 , and 5 depict the effectiveness of our algorithm with respect to polynomial degree and rank of the surrogate model. In these tables, the error in the obtained tolerance, the relative error in the obtained objective functional, and the relative error in the obtained constraint functional are reported. As is clearly demonstrated, the accuracy of the obtained tolerance behaves similarly to the accuracy in the surrogate model construction. The columns n GA and n CG are the total number of iterations employed for manifold gradient ascent and manifold conjugate gradient, respectively, until the increase in allocated tolerance size is less than 10 −6 . Rapid iterative convergence is realized for each case. Note also that the manifold gradient ascent and manifold conjugate gradient methods require the same number of iterations for each case. This is because the manifold is one-dimensional for the considered problem, so the search direction is the same for both methods during each iteration.
Plate with a Hole with Six Design Parameters
In this subsection, we consider the same problem as in Subsection 5.2, except that all the geometric dimensions of the plate are expressed in terms of a dimensionless design variable µ ∈ R 6 via:
where L = 1 is a chosen length scale. The nominal configuration for the plate is then:
Moreover, using the same performance constraint of Q M,allow = 210 × 10 6 corresponds to an approximate allowable deviation of 10% in the maximum von Mises stress. As described in Subsection 4.2, univariate rootfinding with this performance constraint constructs the sampling domain for the plate with a hole with six design parameters, which corresponds to: Table 6 where the surrogate models' accuracies are determined by comparison to an additional set of 500 samples not used in the construction of the surrogate model. As expected, the higher-dimensionality of this problem necessitates the use of larger polynomial degrees and separation rank for comparable accuracy to the plate with a hole with two design parameters. Regardless, as depicted in the results, the methodology is still capable of representing the true response surface with excellent precision with a relatively few number of samples as well as low polynomial degrees and rank. e r,p ∞ degree 0 4.918e-1 degree 1 1.503e-1 8.576e-2 degree 2 1.370e-1 3.982e-2 2.069e-2 degree 3 1.420e-1 3.664e-2 1.853e-2 8.061e-3 degree 4 3.774e-2 1.886e-2 1.234e-2 1.023e-2 degree 5 1.907e-2 1.303e-2 1.129e-2 4.686e-3 degree 6
1.374e-2 1.012e-2 5.192e-3 degree 7
1.055e-2 4.804e-3 degree 8
3.908e-3 e r,p M degree 0 1.047e-1 degree 1 2.788e-2 1.832e-2 degree 2 2.159e-2 7.559e-3 3.355e-3 degree 3 2.169e-2 7.563e-3 3.243e-3 1.416e-3 degree 4 7.661e-3 3.278e-3 2.000e-3 1.127e-3 degree 5
3.297e-3 2.033e-3 1.114e-3 5.916e-4 degree 6 2.066e-3 1.167e-3 6.155e-4 degree 7
1.221e-3 6.481e-4 degree 8
6.330e-4 To assess the algorithm's convergence behavior, we construct a high-fidelity separated representation from 7500 samples of rank 20 and degree 4 to approximateτ . This separated representation gives e r,p M = 4.837e-5 and e r,p ∞ = 3.649e-4. The high-fidelity approximations to the optimal tolerances, which are treated as the "exact" optima, are presented in Table 7 . Tables 8, 9 , and 10 depict the effectiveness of our algorithm with respect to polynomial degree and rank of the surrogate model. In these tables, the error in the obtained tolerance, the relative error in the obtained objective functional, and the relative error in the obtained constraint functional are all reported, and the number of iterations (n GA and n CG for manifold gradient ascent and manifold conjugate gradient, respectively) until the increase in allocated tolerance size is within 10 −6 is also reported. Note that, as compared with the plate with a hole with two design parameters, we do not see monotonic convergence in the errors. In fact, the error in the obtained tolerance appears to stall with increasing rank r and polynomial degree p for both the 1-norm, the µ-norm, and the −1-norm. However, there appears to be convergence, albeit slow convergence, in the obtained objective functional and the obtained constraint functional. For r = 6 and p = 7, the relative error in the objective functional is less than 0.1% for the 1-norm, 0.03% for the µ-norm, and 0.5% for the −1-norm, and the relative error in the constraint functional is less than 0.005% for the 1-norm, 0.02% for the µ-norm, and 0.05% for the −1-norm. Note the relative errors in the constraint functional are all much smaller than the prescribed 3 allowable deviation of 10% in the maximum von Mises stress. It should finally be noted that the number of iterations required to converge the tolerance for each r and p is much higher than for the plate with a hole with two design parameters. This is especially the case for the −1-norm. However, the manifold conjugate gradient method does require less iterations than the manifold gradient ascent method.
L-Bracket with Seventeen Design Parameters
The last example we consider is the structural deformation of an L-Bracket. The geometric dimensions of the L-Bracket are displayed in the left of Fig. 6 . All seventeen geometric dimensions are expressed in terms of a design variable µ ∈ R 17 via:
a 1 = µ 6 L , b 1 = a 1 1 − (µ 7 ) 2 , l 1 = µ 8 a 1 + L 2 + L 2 , h 1 = b 1 (1 + µ 9 ) , a 2 = µ 10 L , b 2 = a 2 1 − (µ 11 ) 2 , l 2 = R f + L 2 (1 + µ 12 ) , h 2 = R f + H 2 (1 + µ 13 ) , a 3 = µ 14 L , b 3 = a 3 1 − (µ 15 ) 2 , l 3 = a 3 (1 + µ 16 ) , and
where L = 1 is a chosen length scale. The nominal configuration for the L-Bracket is then: µ = (μ 1 ,μ 2 ,μ 3 ,μ 4 ,μ 5 ,μ 6 ,μ 7 ,μ 8 ,μ 9 ,μ 10 ,μ 11 ,μ 12 ,μ 13 ,μ 14 ,μ 15 ,μ 16 ,μ 17 ) T = (6, 3.5, 1.25, 1.25, 0.2, 0.25, 0, 0, 0, 0.25, 0, 0, 0, 0.25, 0, 0, 0) T .
The L-Bracket is assumed to be made of an isotropic material with Young's modulus E = 200 × 10 9 and Poisson ratio ν = 0.3, and the L-Bracket is assumed to be in a plane stress state. The loading and boundary conditions are depicted in the right of Fig. 6 . In particular, a uniform bearing pressure of P = 30 × 10 6 is applied to the top-right hole while the other two holes have zero displacement boundary conditions. The other boundaries of the L-Bracket are subject to a zero traction boundary condition. To obtain the structural deformation of the L-Bracket under the applied loading and boundary conditions, we discretize the L-Bracket with a 1792-element, multi-patch isogeometric analysis model parametrized with quadratic NURBS functions. The von Mises stress distribution for the nominal configuration is displayed in Fig. 7 .
We use a performance constraint of Q M,allow = 210 × 10 6 which corresponds to an approximate allowable deviation of 10% in the maximum von Mises stress located at the top of the fillet. Univariate root-finding with this performance constraint constructs the sampling domain for this problem and sets the value of τ max . We also consider a nonzero τ min . The particular values of τ max and τ min are: F 1 (τ ) F µ (τ ) F −1 (τ ) τ M 0.348 0.056 0.050 τ N 0.021 0.021 0.022 τ L1 0.025 0.036 0.028 τ H3 0.007 0.007 0.008 τ R f 0.004 0.004 0.006 τ a1 0.100 0.010 0.012 τ e1 0.030 0.030 0.033 τ h1 0.600 0.060 0.067 τ k1 0.600 0.060 0.067 τ a2 0.004 0.004 0.006 τ e2 0.071 0.030 0.034 τ h2 0.057 0.167 0.063 τ k2 0.047 0.047 0.053 τ a3 0.003 0.003 0.005 τ e3 0.300 0.030 0.034 τ h3 0.060 0.090 0.060 τ k3 0.594 0.060 0.068 to assess surrogate model accuracy. In Table 11 , we report the surrogate modeling errors as a function of rank and polynomial degree. From the table, we see that accuracy improves with increasing rank provided there is a corresponding increase in polynomial degree. Despite the high-dimensionality of the design space, the low rank, separated representation surrogate models are able to achieve a high level of accuracy at relatively low rank. For instance, for r = 16 and p = 5, the average relative error is less than 0.04% and the maximum relative error is less than 0.2% among the considered samples.
To assess the tolerance allocation algorithm's convergence behavior, we construct a high-fidelity separated representation from 7500 samples of rank 20 and degree 4 to approximateτ . This separated representation gives e M = 2.271e-4 and e ∞ = 1.438e-3. The high-fidelity approximations to the optimal tolerances, which are treated as the "exact optima", over the considered G(τ ) and F(τ ) are presented in Table 12 . Tables 13, 14 , and 15 depict the effectiveness of our algorithm with respect to polynomial degree and rank of the surrogate model for the L-Bracket with seventeen design parameters. In these tables, the error in the obtained tolerance, the relative error in the obtained objective functional, and the relative error in the obtained constraint
